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ABSTRACT 

 

In today’s world fuel demand is increasing day by day. Liquefied Petroleum Gas 

(LPG) is the most used fuel in Kitchen. This is filled in a cylinder in liquid state. 

These cylinders blast sometimes, the main reason of cylinder blast is gas 

leakage. So, to avoid this we need to detect the leakage of gas. For this we need 

an automatic gas leakage detection system which detects leakage of gas and 

gives alerts. This type of automatic security system can save people from 

dangerous blasts and prevent accidents. Nowadays IOT (Internet of Things) is 

widely used in day-to-day life. There are many home appliances which are 

based on IOT thus it becomes easier to manipulate them. As we know the 

kitchen is the most important part of our home, but we also heard about the 

disasters happening in the kitchen due to various reasons and many people lost 

their lives. There might be various reasons behind the cause of these disasters 

but the main and mostly happens is due to the leakage of LPG gas from the 

cylinder. As LPG gas is highly inflammable gas, a small leakage of gas can be 

costly for human life. So, if we can detect these leakages of gas before it causes 

any serious issue then we might save many lives. 

Keywords : MQ2 gas sensor, LM35 temperature sensor, Arduino, Node MCU 

ESP8266, GSM module 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In India LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gases) is most 

used for the cooking purpose. In this paper we 

proposed a system for detection of leakage of gas 

which is based on IOT. This system is helpful to 

detect the gas leakage so that the action can be taken 

before it causes any hazardous issue. The system 

consists of a MQ2 gas sensor which will detect the 

leakage of gas. As soon as it detects the gas an alert 

message is send to the user, the LED will be on, the 

warning message is to be displayed on the LCD 

screen and exhaust fan will be automatically 

switched on. We have additional sensors which will 

continuously monitor the oxygen level and the 

temperature of the room. 
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In this paper, we present the design and 

implementation of IOT Based Smart Kitchen System. 

Gas leakage and cylinder blast is a big problem in 

today’s world. If gas leakage is not detected fast it 

leads to explosion. So, we design and implement a 

system which prevents such types of accidents This 

system is wireless and includes GSM for 

communication purposes, Arduino UNO (which works 

as a microcontroller), also has a friendly user interface 

including LCD (LiquidCrystal Display).  

 

This system also uses MQ-2 (gas sensor) and buzzer. 

This system responds rapidly to alarm incidents. Also, it 

is a low-cost system, and it consumes low power. 

Even in the absence of people at home it alerts people. 

 

II.  Block diagram 

 
Fig 1. Block diagram 

 

III.  METHODOLOGY 

Methodology is the systematic, theoretical analysis of 

the methods applied to a field of study. It comprises 

the theoretical analysis of the body of methods and 

principles associated with a branch of knowledge. 

Typically, it encompasses concepts such as paradigm, 

theoretical model, phases and quantitative or 

qualitative techniques. The methodological flow that 

we used in this project can be represented by 

following fig, 

fig 2. Methodology Flow 

 

A  Problem statement 

 

India’s liquified petroleum gas (LPG) penetration 

reached 97.5 percent as on 1 April 2020. So, it is 

necessary to use it safely and without having any 

causality, with increase in use there is also increase in 

tragedies caused by gas leakage. We need an efficient, 

reliable, cost effective system that can be used in 

hotel kitchens as well as in home kitchens. 

 

B  literature survey 

 

We done our literature survey through websites like 

google scholar and publishers like IEEE, ECCE, IOSR-

JECE, IJITEE. In these research papers system 

purposed for gas leakage detection with some 

additional features like fire alarm, gas monitoring, 

automatic cylinder booking etc. some systems 
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purposed in these papers have more focus on safety 

and some have more focus on ease of use of LPG like 

automatic booking system. Also, some system uses 

IOT and WSN (Wireless Sensor Networks) to detect 

gas leakage at various location. 

 

C  System design in proteus 

 

Aim of this project is to detect gas leakage or sudden 

change in temperature in kitchen and alert the user 

by using SMS, LCD display, and buzzer. Also, we 

used IOT for constant monitoring of LPG and 

temperature levels. Before implementing the 

hardware for this system, we did simulation of this 

system in proteus. out of required components of 

this project we must add libraries for   Arduino 

UNO, GSM module, MQ 2 gas sensor because proteus 

does not come with these libraries. 

 

Then we did programming for Arduino UNO with 

the help of Arduino IDE which use c programming 

language. After successful compilation of program, 

we dumped the .hex file of the program in the 

simulated version of Arduino UNO in proteus. we 

did connection as per our project in proteus and we 

successfully runed the simulation simulating both no 

gas leakage and gas leakage conditions. 

 

D.  Hardware implementation 

 

After the simulation of system, we purchased all 

components that are required for our project that 

includes Arduino UNO, GSM GPRS SIM800C 

module, Node MCU ESP 8266, Mq2 gas sensor, LM 

35 temperature sensor, Exhaust fan, 1-channel 5v 

relay module, LC display, piezoelectric buzzer, 

jumper wires, power supply cables etc. we did all the 

connections as per the simulation. We had to connect 

10K potentiometer to LCD to control its contrast. 

 

We simulate the gas leakage environment by using 

lighter. As soon as we lighted the liter near MQ2 gas 

sensor the LC display changed to “Gas is leaking” 

message, the piezoelectric buzzer starts ringing, the 

warning SMS is sent to the concern person using 

GSM module. Also, we simulate the sudden change 

of temperature using lighter this time with the LM 

35 sensor. The same process happed LCD display 

changed to “Temperature rising above danger level”, 

piezoelectric buzzer starts to ring, the warning SMS is 

sent to concern person through GSM module. Also, 

the Exhaust fan starts to throw out smoke caused by 

fire out of the room. All these data of gas levels and 

temperature levels is sent to website using Node 

MCU ESP8266 module. Because of this user can 

remotely monitor the kitchen room so that 

immediate actions could be taken before the 

accident. 

 

IV. Software design 

A flow chart 

 
 

Fig 3. Flow chart 
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B  Proteus Sketch 

 

   
Fig 4. Proteus sketch 

 

In proteus simulation we use Arduino UNO, GSM 

module, LCD, MQ2 gas sensor, Buzzer, LM 35, motor 

(to simulate fan). We used a logic toggle for simulating 

a gas leakage scenario. When the flag is “0” it indicates 

there is no gas leakage and when the flag is “1” there 

is gas leakage. We also used a virtual terminal for 

displaying the message sent by the GSM module. 

When there is no gas leakage means the toggle flag is 

“0” LC will display message “Gas Status is ok” as shown 

in below fig, 

 

 
                         Fig 5. Proteus LCD Status. 

 

As soon as we make the toggle flag “1” that is 

simulating the Gas leaking scenario the LCD message 

will change to“gas is leaking” as shown in below fig 

           

             
 

Fig 6. : Proteus LCD warning message. 

 

Also, the GSM module will send a warning message to 

concerned person. This is simulated via virtual 

terminal as shown in below fig, 

 

 
                    Fig 7. : Proteus virtual terminal. 

 

Also, we are monitoring the temperature by using 

LM 35 by sending temperature readings to the lcd as 

shown in fig, 
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Fig 8. Temperature reading on LCD. 

 

As soon as temperature exceeds the threshold value 

the warning message is send to the LCD as well as 

mobile device with help of GSM module as shown in 

below fig, 

 
                          

Fig 9. Temperature approaching threshold value 

                          

    
 

Fig 10. High temperature warning send via GSM 

 

 

V. Result 

     In this IOT BASED SMART KITCHEN SYSTEM 

we used Mq2 gas sensor, LM 35 temperature sensor as 

input devices and LCD, GSM module, Exhaust fan as 

output devices. Also, we use IOT for Constant 

monitoring of gas level and temperature readings. The 

hardware setup is shown in fig below 

 
                 

Fig 11. Hardware Setup 

 

When there is no gas leakage or sudden change in 

temperature “gas status is ok” message will be 

displayed on LCD as shown in below fig, 

 
 

Fig 12. : LCD showing output of no gas leakage. 

 

As soon as gas leakage is detected the piezoelectric 

buzzer will start ringing. Also, LCD will show 

warning message of gas leakage as shown in fig 

below, 
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Fig 13. LCD showing the output of gas leakage. 

 

Also, GSM module will send the warning message 

on the concern persons mobile as “” as shown in fig 

below, 

 
Fig 14. : Warning message send by GSM. 

 

constant readings of gas send to the cloud using ESP 

8266 01 module as shown in fig below, 

 

                     
                         

fig 15. data is sent to the website. 

  

VI. Conclusion 

 

This project is very useful to prevent accident due to 

gas leakage. Each flame and gas detection application 

has its own unique safety hazards. If we implement 

this on Broadway, it is very successful. The main 

advantage of this simple gas leak detector is its 

simplicity and its ability to warn its stakeholders about 

the leakage of the Gas. 
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